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Workbook for Busy Moms
In 31 Days to a Happy Mom, Arlene Pellicane helps
you get a grip and find your smile. In her easy-to-readand-apply guide, you will learn the keys to being a
happy mom. Packed with encouragement, funny
stories, and wisdom from experienced mothers, this
book will change your home for the betterbeginning
with you.

Elf-help for Busy Moms
A collection of anecdotes from working mothers
highlights the rewards and trials of being a mom while
being employed.

Real Solutions for Busy Moms Devotional
Are you a modern parent struggling to find balance
for you children in a busy lifestyle? Do you feel as
though your children aren't quite reaching their full
potential? Do you want to nourish their mind, body,
and soul while still having fun? Then this book is for
you! Busy Mom's Cheat Sheet will arm you with all the
information you need to teach your children how to
understand and utilize proper nutritional information
and practices to use in their everyday life, how to
teach your children to reprogram their mind for
optimal mental health, and how to turn in to both
your own and your family's spirituality. In this book
you will learn:-How body, mind and spirit are
intertwined- Six easy to understand lessons for
improving your family's food, exercise and sleep
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regimens-18
tips for foods you should avoid- How to
teach your children how to reprogram their mind for
success-How to help your kids achieve their life's
purpose by tapping into spirituality-Includes 45 bonus
recipes that are quick, easy and delicious

The Busy Mom's Guide to Bible Study
Kathy Ireland communicates with moms every day:
online, at the grocery store, at church, at speaking
engagements, and on her company website. She is
grateful that her conversations don't center around
beauty tips or requests for autographs or advice on
how to dress. Rather, she has the honor of hearing
from real women who struggle with balancing the
responsibilities of marriage, raising children,
managing a household or career or both, and finding
any time left to take care of themselves. As the
involved mom of three very active children, the
supportive wife of an emergency room doctor, and a
dynamic businesswoman, Kathy knows of these
struggles firsthand. She credits her strong faith in God
and her parents' love and support for any success she
has today and dedicates her days to finding the
solutions that can make life easier for busy moms in
all phases of life. As she tackles the tough financial
concerns families feel today and many other issues,
Kathy offers empathy and encouragement. She
shares stories from her own life and wisdom she has
gained through her years from teenager with a paper
route to successful supermodel to mom to
entrepreneur with a dream for big business big
business which was realized by building what Forbes
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now calls
the "Billion Dollar Brand."
God's Little Lessons for Mothers
If you don't have enough hands, enough time in the
day, or enough energy to balance everything-much
less fit in a bit of "you time," then Chicken Soup for
the Soul: Life Lessons forBusy Moms has the realistic,
doable, and time-efficient tips that can transform your
life.

Working Mother
A Bible Study Plan for the Busiest Mom! The Busy
Mom's Guide to Bible Study is an amazing Bible study
tool specifically aimed at moms. What makes it so
remarkable is the way author Lisa Whelchel has
packed twenty solid Bible study tools into a five-day-aweek, fifteen-minute-a-day, anybody-can-do-it plan.
Not only is this plan doable, it's satisfying. As a busy
mom, you give of yourself all day long - often with no
way to refresh and replenish the cravings of your own
soul. But this simple three-month, come-along-besideyou guide will take you deep into the Word,
nourishing your heart and soul. And in just three
months, you will be a changed woman - changed by
the power of God's word in you.

Breathe, Mama, Breathe
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a
great book for every reader.
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Busy Mom's Cheat Sheet
When Jesus was walking the earth, everyone had a
theory about who he was—healer, revolutionary, king,
friend, humble carpenter. But out of the vast
complexity of characteristics and ideas there emerges
one simple word that no one can deny: “Rabbi.”
These 36 Bible studies capture the heart of Jesus the
Rabbi. He was a revolutionary, miracle-working,
loving, powerful, divine teacher. For those whose
minds are ready to be expanded, whose hearts are
hungering to be touched, and whose lives are ripe for
growth, John Ortberg and Bill Hybels invites people of
all ages and backgrounds to pull up a chair and dig
into the life lessons of Jesus captured in the Bible
throughout the Gospels. Designed for use as personal
Bible study or group study, the interactive format will
help readers grow in their ability to reflect the
character of Jesus. Studies include: Twelve Studies on
the Sermon on the Mount by Bill Hybels Six Studies on
The Lord’s Prayer by John Ortberg Six Studies on the
Parables by John Ortberg Six Studies on The Passion
Story by Bill Hybels Six Studies on Luke by Bill Hybels

Working Women of this Century; the
Lesson of Their Lives
Are you a Pinocchio Parent? You may be asking
yourself these very questions: What lies, clichés, and
half-truths do I tell my children? How do these lies
hurt my children and my relationship with them?
Clinical psychologist and author Chuck Borsellino
claims that our culture condones all sorts of lies -Page 5/23
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fibs" to calloused misrepresentations.
Though well-intentioned in our unintentional lies, we
set our children up for failure and disappointment and
undercut our credibility. In the pages of this book, Dr.
Chuck Borsellino helps you sort out fact from fiction,
intention from outcome. Most important, you'll learn a
better way -- a way to help your children live life
within the bounds of reality while fully exploring the
dreams of their heart.

Quiet Moments for a Busy Mom's Soul
Mum's List
42 Rules for Working Moms
"A busy mother's account of the day's events and
accomplishments, disappointments and frustrations
with a lesson thrown in for good measure and a
hearty helping of macaroni & cheese, the boys'
favorite. George and Bob are joined by older brother,
Frank, and younger sister, Francine, to rekindle
feelings of innocence, friendship, and discovery,
timeless emotions amongst us all" - take from back
cover.

Powerful Inspirations
Sharon Meers and Joanna Strober are professionals,
wives, and mothers. They understand the challenges
and rewards of two-career households. They also
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that families thrive not in spite of working
mothers but because of them. You can have a great
career, a great marriage, and be a great mother. The
key is tapping into your best resource and most
powerful ally—the man you married. After
interviewing hundreds of parents and employers,
surveying more than a thousand working mothers,
and combing through the latest government and
social science research, the authors have discovered
that kids, husbands, and wives all reap huge benefits
when couples commit to share equally as
breadwinners and caregivers. Mothers work without
guilt, fathers bond with their kids, and children
blossom with the attention of two involved parents.
The starting point? An attitude shift that puts you on
the road to 50/50—plus the positive step-by-step
advice in this book. From “baby boot camp” for new
dads to exactly what to say when negotiating a leave
with the boss, this savvy book offers fresh ideas to
today’s families offering encouragement, hope, and
confidence to any woman who has ever questioned
her choices regarding work and family.

31 Days to Becoming a Happy Mom
Whether juggling career and family, or tackling the
feat of being a stay-at-home mom, mothers have a
strenuous job. The endearing elves on these pages
offer busy moms affirmation, inspiration, and
nurturing advice on how to care for themselves as
they care for their families. For every mom who’s ever
gotten bogged down in the home trenches, Elf-help
for Busy Moms is just the pick-me-up needed!
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You and I, as Mothers
Presents a guide to the names and specialities of
American and Canadian publishers, editors, and
literary agents, including information on the
acquisition process and on choosing literary agents.

Getting to 50/50
Entrepreneur, author, and popular blogger Crystal
Paine shares the secrets of building income at home,
using real life examples to from her own journey in
becoming a money-making mom as well as the stories
of other women from all walks of life. The nuts and
bolts of how to make more money from home are
revealed in clear steps that can be immediately and
easily put into practice. But more than just a how-to
book for earning extra income, The Money-Making
Mom is a challenge to dream big and create a
pathway for life. Paine offers examples and insights
about what "finding your purpose" can look like in
family, career, and service to others. Readers will find
inspiration and hope for a life that’s more than “just
getting by,” one driven by vision and the freedom to
bless others generously.

Good Housekeeping
A “Mom Must-Read”—Parents A National Parenting
Product Award (NAPPA) Winner Easy-to-follow
practices that will help moms find quick, daily
opportunities to reset and refocus with mindfulness
Moms can feel as if they are sprinting through life,
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crashing
onto the pillow at day’s end only to start
again the next morning. In Breathe, Mama, Breathe,
psychotherapist Shonda Moralis outlines the benefits
of daily meditation and shows moms how to do it—in
just five minutes! Plus, she shares over 60 “mindful
breaks” that will help moms tune into their own wellbeing (along with everyone else’s): Eat a mindful
breakfast—with no phone, TV, or newspaper! Cuddle
your child and take three deep breaths together. Give
yourself a mindful-mommy high five—because moms
can use positive reinforcement, too. Every
mom—whether caring for a new baby, an
overscheduled grade-schooler, or an angsty
teen—can become a mindful mama!

The Busy Mom's Devotional
Kathy Ireland first gained recognition as a
supermodel, but today she is respected for her design
talents and business acumen as CEO and Chief
Designer of Kathy Ireland Worldwide. Ireland,
independent and strong-minded, has an
entrepreneurial drive coupled with the desire to break
free of the skewed standards of the modeling
business, that gave her the impetus she needed to
start her own company. Her billion-dollar business
began with a line of socks, then apparel, and today it
extends into home furnishings, flooring, and
accessories designed for women like herself — busy
moms whose top priority is taking care of their
families. She also dedicates her energy to a wide
range of nonprofit organizations, many of them
dedicated to improving the lives of women and
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children.
Powerful Inspirations reveals the sources of
Kathy’s strengths and enthusiasm, through insightful
lessons that form a life-changing plan for her readers.
In sharing her plan, Ireland also tells stories from her
life, describing her close-knit family, the work ethic
her parents taught her, and the sense of compassion
they instilled in her. She offers an intimate portrait of
her inner life and her spiritual growth, writing
movingly of the support and comfort she has found in
the Bible and other Christian teachings. She writes
movingly of her failures and the lessons she’s learned
while triumphing over them. Kathy’s account of her
journey from the beaches of Santa Barbara to the
boardroom, from supermodel to successful
businesswoman provides readers the inspiration and
encouragement to create a rich and rewarding life for
themselves.

God Loves Moms
For Kate Green, nothing was as important as the
happiness and well-being of her two little boys, Reef
and Finn, and her loving husband, St. John, known as
“Singe.” They had a wonderfully happy family life in
Somerset, England. But then tragedy struck—Kate
was diagnosed with breast cancer that couldn’t be
cured. During her last few days, Kate created what
she called Mum’s List. With Singe’s help she wrote
down her thoughts, dreams, and wishes, trying to
help the man she loved create the best life for their
sons after she was gone. Mum’s List reveals Kate’s
passionate nature, her free spirit, and even her sense
of humor. The list became Singe’s rock as he turned
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to it again
and again for strength and inspiration. Her
instructions were simple—items like “look for four-leaf
clovers” and “always say what you truly mean”—but
the effect they had on Singe, Reef, and Finn was
incredibly profound. Singe’s lesson to readers
everywhere is that a list like Mum’s List can change
your life—and you don’t need to lose someone to
make a list and live your dreams. If you’ve ever
wondered if you and your family could be living a
happier, more meaningful life full of adventure and
joy, then this book is for you.

Life Lessons for Busy Moms
Shannon Carter is a four time published author who is
now reaching out to a different audience. Through her
experience, she has learned that being a single mom
is a different kind of ministry. Her heart of
compassion goes out to mothers who spend so much
time running around for others that they never take
time for themselves. This book will allow moms
everywhere to learn how to take a few minutes every
day finding their own peaceful and quite place.
Through this book, they will learn how to commit
themselves to a time of inner reflection, and
communication with God. Shannon uses funny stories
from her own experience as a mother to relay biblical
truths and life lessons. No matter how busy we think
we are, we are no good to our families, if we have not
taken the time to care for ourselves spiritually,
emotionally, and physically. This book puts mommies
on the path to doing just that.
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Infant Inspiration
The journey to adulthood is filled with difficult life
lessons for parents and children alike. In Lessons I
Learned from My Mother, author and college
administrator Dr. Michael L. Sanseviro reflects on his
personal journey to adulthood and the successes and
mistakes he sees in his students every day. Lessons I
Learned from My Mother presents a compelling
retelling of the challenges of growing up and the
difficult decisions parents must make in preparing
their children for adulthood. In this memoir, Sanseviro
relives his true life struggles as he looks back on the
critical life lessons he learned from his mother and
how she approached life. Using anecdotes to illustrate
his points, Sanseviro shows how his mother’s
teachings shaped his thinking about finances, charity,
church, sharing talents, the importance of family, and
much more. Sanseviro also shares what he has
learned from his more than twenty years of
experience working with college students and their
families, and he demonstrates how parents can apply
the lessons he learned from his mother to better
prepare young adults for the challenges of
contemporary college life.

Life Lessons from Jesus
Attached at the Heart
This book, through personal stories written every day
for a full year, captures the memories of the author's
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grandchild as she experiences life in her
formative years. Side by side with his
granddaughter's personal journey of learning the
lessons of life, the author shares his own experiences
of relearning these lessons including nostalgic
reflections on his youth. The book tells a personal
story of growing love between a granddaughter and
her papa.

Life's Lessons for the Young at Heart
"Mothers face many challenging situations every day.
In the midst of running the kids to school, going to
work, cleaning the house and taking kids to practices
and lessons we have many opportunities to become
stressed, angry or discouraged. But God's Word filled
with the answers we need to help us overcome every
problem we encounter in the course of the
day.However, busy moms need an easily accessible
source for those answers. God's Little Lessons for
Mothers is a storehouse of wisdom and direction
packaged in a mom-friendly format. It not only
contains relevant scripture quotations that cover a
wide range of topics, but a devotional story that helps
apply the scriptures to real-life situations.God's Word
is for you. He desires that you know His love, His
Peace and His mercy. He want you to grow in His
grace, His wisdom and His strength. He wants to
provide you with His comfort, His encouragement and
His protection. As you read the following pages, our
prayer is that you would come to know God more, for
in Him are all the answers for life.
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Stuff Your Face or Face Your Stuff
With her gifts of compassion and hospitality, Emilie
Barnes invites busy moms to gather their
thoughtsand prepare their hearts so they can
experience Goda's best each day forthemselves and
their families. Welcoming images of a womana's
favorite placesa'from bathtubsto cozy reading
nooksa'join these brief devotions and prayers to
gently inspire motherswith encouragementa'their
efforts makes a difference rest and renewala'personal
needs and dreams are important
thanksgivinga'prayers for a child reflect a thankful
spirit fulfillmenta'this life is a part of Goda's plan New
moms and those wella'acquainted with motherhood
willappreciate these calming reflections to soothe
their spirit and celebrate their journey.

George and Bob Stories
Selah
"Trust me. This is the only baby book you'll ever
need! It's amazing, heartwarming, and completely
user-friendly. Just add your heart!" --Christiane
Northrup, MD, author of Mother-Daughter Wisdom,
The Wisdom of Menopause, and Women's Bodies,
Women's Wisdom Attached at the Heart offers
readers practical parenting advice for the modern
age. In its most basic form, "attachment parenting" is
instinctive. A crying baby is comforted and kept close
to parents for protection. If hungry, he or she is
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breastfed.
And while it is understood that there is no
such thing as perfect parenting, research suggests
that there is a strong correlation between a
heightened sense of respect, empathy, and affection
in those children raised the "attachment parenting"
way. In this controversial book, readers will gain much
needed insight into childrearing while learning to trust
the intuitive knowledge of their child, ultimately
building a strong foundation that will strengthen the
parent-child bond. Using the Eight Principles of
Parenting, readers will learn: How to prepare for baby
before birth Why breastfeeding is a must for busy
moms When to start feeding solid food How to
respond to temper tantrums Sleeping safety
guidelines and the benefits of cosleeping Tips for
short separation How to practice positive discipline
and its rewards Tips for finding and maintaining
balance The benefits of using a baby sling and
implementing infant massage Tips on dealing with
criticism from those opposed or unfamiliar with AP
style The dangers surrounding traditional discipline
styles of parenting Contrary to popular belief,
"attachment parenting" has been practiced in one
form or another since recorded history. Over the
years, it had been slowly replaced by a more
detached parenting style—a style that is now believed
by experts to be a lead contributing factor to suicide,
depression, and violence. The concept of "attachment
parenting"—a term originally coined by parenting
experts William and Martha Sears—has increasingly
been validated by research in many fields of study,
such as child development, psychology, and
neuroscience. Also known as "conscious parenting,"
"natural parenting," "compassionate parenting," or
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"empathic
parenting," its goal is to stimulate optimal
child development. While many attachment-parenting
recommendations likely counter popular societal
beliefs, authors Barbara Nicholson and Lysa Parker
are quick to point out that the benefits outweigh the
backlash of criticism that advocates of detached
parenting may impose.

Lessons I Learned from My Mother
If you are looking for some more ideas on parenting
with a definite twist with a conscious effort, please
read on. Included you will find some things that
worked for me and also what pitfalls to avoid if at all
possible. Parenting can be FUN as well as exhausting.
It’s all in how we look at things that counts. Your
imagination is your only limitation in life and in
parenting. Let’s set up your own success at parenting.
You can start at any point in time. Change your mind
and you can change your life for you and your family.

Making the Most of Life
The Lord has given me the inspiration to write
children stories, poetry and songs at a very early age.
As a child, I used to draw pictures and then I would
write stories about them. My inspiration to write grew
stronger when my children came along. Most of my
stories are based on actual events. They were first
pre-approved by the Holy Spirit then by my own
children and I hope they will be an inspiration to
yours.
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Jeff Herman's Guide to Book Publishers,
Editors & Literary Agents 2007
Quiet Moments for Busy Moms
Raising children, juggling jobs, taking care of a family,
keeping house, Christian service, volunteer work,
relating to neighbors, tending pets, and more -- all
keep moms breathlessly busy. So busy moms Page
and Mulvaney offer this book of 90 cheerful and
comforting devotions to give other busy moms a few
well-deserved restful moments. Each upbeat but
profound devotion includes a Scripture, and soothes
readers, helping them draw vitality and refreshing
grace from God.

Money-Making Mom
Written by real working moms, 42 Rules for Working
Moms is a compilation of funny practical advice on
how to survive as a "working mom." These real life
experiences are fun, personal and sure to be
appreciated by working moms everywhere. Gone are
the sugar-coated nicey-nice images you just can't
relate to. In 42 Rules of Working Moms, Laura Lowell
brings together a diverse group of working moms:
different cultures, industries, ages, relationships and
perspectives. The contributors possess years of
experience balancing their personal and professional
lives. They come together to share their hard-earned
lessons with other working moms.
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The Juvenile Instructor
Twelve bible studies that look at the lives of mothers
in the Bible.

Messages for mothers, lessons from the
lives of women of the Old Testament
While organizing the lives of her many clients, Emmynominated organizing expert Dorothy Breininger
learned to face her own stuff, and lost seventy-five
pounds in the process. In this one-of-a-kind book she
addresses weight loss from the much-needed
perspective of what lies underneath our
clutter—metaphorically, physically, and emotionally.
Whether you're a packrat or a calorie-counter, a neat
freak or a binge eater, Breininger reveals why, to be
successful on the scale, you must first master the
clutter within you and around you. With the same noholds barred candor that resonates with TV viewers,
she offers prescient advice to help anyone face their
stuff, with an organized, step-by-step approach to
either toss it, tame it, or tailor it to fit their lives. Filled
with personal stories from clients, her own success
story, and tips from fitness coaches and organizing
experts, this imminently practical book gives
everyone the tools to declutter their way to their
dream size.

The Busy Mom's Guide to Prayer
Actress, director, and New York Times bestselling
author Laura Prepon’s raw and honest guide to
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navigating
motherhood. When Laura Prepon first
became a mother, she barely recognized herself. As
someone who always loved being prepared, Prepon
felt raw, full of stress, and blindsided. She sought out
resources to help navigate this huge life transition,
but only found books about childcare with almost
nothing on the shelves about momcare. So, Laura
decided to write the book she was looking for. You
and I, as Mothers: A Raw and Honest Guide to is part
memoir, part handbook, as Laura digs into her own
unconventional upbringing and investigates how it
shaped her as a person and as a mother, with
intimate stories and never-before-shared anecdotes
brought forth in an effort to understand our collective
experience as mothers. The book is packed with
practical tips for moms of any age, at any stage of
motherhood, such as stress reduction techniques, selfcare, protecting one’s partnership, asking for help,
and getting a global perspective on maternity, and
includes a selection of easy and delicious recipes,
from ideas for kids-friendly food, to romantic dinner
dates, and batch-cooking favorites that will help any
parent feed their family. Laura also interweaves
insights and interviews from her “Mom Squad”: an
eclectic group of mothers of all ages and professional
backgrounds, including a world-renowned survival
expert, a top neuroscientist,creator of Orange Is the
New Black Jenji Kohan, actress Mila Kunis, author and
activist Amber Tamblyn, and chef Daphne Oz—among
other inspiring moms, who lend their voices to the
much needed conversation of what it means to be a
mother. Unfiltered, honest, and insightful, Laura
encourages the reader to acknowledge their
challenges, embrace their strengths, and celebrate
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Skylar and Papa: Life Lessons Learned
and Relearned
The magazine that helps career moms balance their
personal and professional lives.

Real Solutions for Busy Moms
The magazine that helps career moms balance their
personal and professional lives.

Pinocchio Parenting
Mothers often feel they need to teach their newborns
everything, but when they become aware of how their
infants are also teaching them, the mother / child
relationship flourishes even more. This book seeks to
help you build a solid foundation with your child as it
redefines our typical perspective of infants. Instead of
feeling like only we teach them, Amy encourages you
to observe how your newborn is also teaching you.
She shares personal accounts about what core
attributes she learned from her babies. Developing
these key qualities help moms deepen their faith and
stay grounded - even sane at times - as they bump up
against the craziness in the world and help their
children navigate through it. Overall, this book’s
insightful perspective encourages us to cultivate
beloved and trusting relationships which result in
living more peacefully and joyfully. “Congratulations!
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Motherhood
is a fascinating journey in more ways
than you can imagine! Guaranteed. These lessons still
help me to find peace years later - my hope is they
also help you.” - Amy Collins, Author “What an
original, lovely resource this is for mothers! With a
fresh perspective on how a mother can learn from her
baby, Amy shares thoughtful insights that are sure to
guide mothers to feeling peace, wonder and
increased bonding with their infants. I’ll definitely add
this book to my go-to baby shower gifts so expecting
mothers in my circle can enjoy this refreshing, sweet
guide to enhance their transition into motherhood.” Joan Herrmann, Radio Host, Publisher, Speaker and
Author

Chicken Soup for the Working Mom's
Soul
Working Mother
From this best-selling author comes a 52-week
devotional guide designed to help busy but spirituallyhungry women carve out time each week for God. The
Busy Mom’s Devotional makes a vibrant, growing
relationship with God seem do-able, and shows that
the life-lessons Christ taught to a handful of fishermen
are just as applicable to moms driving minivans and
making corporate decisions. In the time it takes to
empty an e-mail inbox or drive a child to soccer
practice, Lisa T. Bergren draws harried women Godward with 10-minute devotions including Scripture,
real life illustrations, and reflective questions to think
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on through
the day and week. Using this heartfelt,
insightful guide, readers can begin the lifetime habit
of devotion, even when time is at a premium. From
the Trade Paperback edition.
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